Nipples for percussion rifles, pistols, shotguns

Track's new nipples - 416 Stainless - our best choice:
Track's new Chromium Steel Nipples now make the old yellow Beryllium bronze AMPCO® nipples obsolete. Using modern tungsten carbide tooling in our state-of-the-art Citizen Swiss A32 CNC machine, our new nipples are precision turned in our new factory in Elk River, Minnesota. Made from 416 alloy (12% Chromium), the first free machining stainless alloy with Martensitic qualities (hardenable, tempers normally, and is magnetic unlike most stainless alloys). Stronger, tougher, more resistant to battering, 416 alloy is longer lasting than the famous old Ampro bronze nipples, now obsolete.

Truly precision turned, our nipples have tapered cones made perfectly to fit the CCI brand No. 11 standard cap, or the identical Dynamit - Nobel RWS brand No. 1075 (red label) cap. Remington No. 11 caps are a tiny bit larger, an easy fit. Track has improved the fit, and extended the life of our percussion nipples.

Track's new nipples - for the traditional purist hardened and tempered carbon steel, as original:

- Purists will appreciate our temper blued steel nipples, made from traditional carbon steel, as were the original nipples. Hardened and tempered to R 38 ± 44, these long lasting nipples require hot water cleaning after each day's use, as original. Coat the nipple threads with Birchwood Casey's Choke Tube Lubricant to allow easy removal, even after a long day of competition shooting.

Discard the factory made blued steel nipples supplied on imported replica guns, especially revolvers. Made to fit some unknown European cap, they have too much taper to prevent cap fragments from falling into the hammer notch, jamming your revolver. Our nipples fit CCI & RWS No. 11 standard caps correctly.

#RST-S standard .250-28 for No. 11 cap, stainless only $3.99
- 1/4-28 thread, for standard rifle, No. 11 CCI or Remington cap, stainless steel.

#PST-S short .250-28 for No. 11 cap, stainless only $3.99
- 1/4-28 thread, short for T/C rifles, No. 11 CCI or Remington cap, stainless steel only.

#RST-I square Shank

#PST-SE-CA-S short .250-28 for #11 cap, stainless only $3.99
- 1/4-28 thread, 1/4" height for Classic Arms "Snake Eye" pistol, No. 11 CCI or Remington cap, stainless steel only.

#RST-M-S special .250-28 for Musket cap, stainless only $3.99
- This nipple fits standard 1/4-28 guns, such as the Thompson Center Hawken & Renegade, Browning Mountain Rifle, Mowrey Gun Works, Navy & Pedersoli Shotguns, Sharon, Ithaca, Santa Fe, Harrington & Richardson, many original antique arms, and nearly all modern American made guns. This musket cap nipple requires a well centered hammer cup!

#RST-W-I

#RST-W-S special .250-28 for Walker revolver, stainless only $4.99
- Order 6 nipples to fit most replica Italian 1847 Walker revolvers.

#RST-W-I special .250-28 for Walker revolver, hard steel only $4.99
- Order 6 nipples to fit most replica Italian 1847 Walker revolvers.

#RST-W-L-S special .250-28 for Walker revolver, stainless only $4.99
- These longer nipples have an .430" long cone to fit replica Colt's Second Generation Walker and Dragoon revolvers.

#ROS-05-S .005" oversize .275-28, #11 cap, stainless only $3.99

#ROS-05-I .005" oversize .275-28, square shank #11 cap, stainless

#ROS-10-S .010" oversize .260-28, #11 cap, stainless

#ROS-10-I .010" oversize .260-28, square shank #11 cap, hard steel

#ROS-15-S .015" oversize .265-28, #11 cap, stainless

#ROS-15-I .015" oversize .265-28, square shank #11 cap, hard steel

#ROS-20-S .020" oversize .270-28, #11 cap, stainless

#ROS-20-I .020" oversize .270-28, square shank #11 cap, hard steel

#ROS-25-S .025" oversize .275-28, #11 cap, stainless

#ROS-25-I .025" oversize .275-28, square shank #11 cap, hard steel

Specify part number only $3.99
- Oversized nipples safely replace 1/4-28 nipples in threaded seats which are loose from wear. Use caution to insure that oversize thread nipples fit properly. Antique worn rusty shotgun nipples may be replaced by one of the above sizes. A slightly oversized nipple can often be inserted in a worn or rusted hole, without re-tapping, but we recommend re-tapping with our oversize nipple taps.

Use CCI or Remington No. 11 caps. Hardened steel nipples have a square shank as original, to restore the antique appearance.

#Tool-Retap set of 5 oversize taps, +.005" steps only $69.99

#CVA-S Metric 6-1mm for #11 cap, stainless only $3.99

#CVA-M-S Metric 6-1mm for Musket cap, stainless only $3.99

#RNA-S Numrich .250-32 for #11 cap, stainless only $4.99
- This nipple fits the Numrich Arms and the Hopkins & Allen rifles. We stock the special 1/4-32 tap needed to refresh this thread size.

#RLP-S Metric 6-7.5mm for #11 cap, stainless only $3.99

#RLP-M-S Metric 6-7.5mm for Musket cap, stainless only $3.99
- This nipple fits the Lyman Great Plains rifle, and other guns by Investarm, Italy, including imports marked Cabela's, The Armoury, Armsport, Centennial Arms, Investarm and other popular brands. A musket cap nipple requires a well centered hammer cup!

#PCC-S new Colt 12-28 for #11 cap, stainless only $3.99

#PCC-N new Colt 12-28 for #11 cap, stainless only $3.99
- 12-28 thread, for Colt brand, Uberti Colt and Uberti Remington revolvers. Use No. 11 CCI or Remington cap, hardened steel (I) or stainless (S). This new Colt nipple will not fit antique revolvers.

#PCC-I new Colt 12-28 for #11 cap, hardened steel only $3.99

#PCC-S original Colt .225-32 for #11 cap, stainless only $3.99

#PCC-I original Colt .225-32 for #11 cap, hardened steel only $3.99
- a few original Colt revolvers use a washer spacer only $4.99
- antique, .225-32 thread, for original Colt, Remington, or Savage revolvers, .475" length, #11 CCI or Remington cap, stainless steel (S) for shooting, or hardened steel (I) which is ideal for restoration.

#PIR-I revolver 6-7.5mm for #11 cap, stainless only $3.99

#PIR-I revolver 6-7.5mm for #11 cap, hardened steel only $3.99
- 6-7.5mm metric thread, for FAP - Pietta Remington, Pietta Colt, Pietta Le Mat replica revolvers. Use a No. 11 CCI or Remington cap. Hardened steel (I) or stainless (S). Our #PIR fits most Italian replica Remington .36 and .44 revolvers, and pre-1980 Colts. Later Colt style revolvers, by San Marco or Uberti require our #PCC. Importer's name (i.e. CVA, Navy Arms, Allen Arms, Western Arms, Traditions, Cabela's, Dixie, etcetera) may also appear on the gun.

#PRA-S Ruger 12-28 hex, for #11 cap, stainless only $3.99

#PRA-S Ruger Old Army revolver, #11 CCI cap, stainless steel, for Ruger hex socket or use Track's #NW-130 wrench.

#PTC-P-I 5.5-.9mm, #11 cap, Pocket revolver, stainless only $3.99

#PTC-P-S 5.5-.9mm, #11 cap, Pocket revolver, hardened steel only $3.99
- 5.5-.9mm metric thread, for .31 or .36 Colt and Remington pocket revolvers, #11 CCI or Remington cap, hardened steel or stainless.

#PTC-S 12-28 for #11 cap, Stainless only $3.99

#PTC-S 12-28 for #11 cap, Stainless only $3.99
- Fits Thompson Center's Patriot pistol, Seneca, and Cherokee rifles.